
Join [HOSPITAL NAME]  
in a community partnership  
to share the real facts about  

the COVID-19 vaccine

[HOSPITAL NAME] is leading a grass-roots initiative along 
with our community champions to build confidence in the 
COVID-19 vaccine.



To become a community champion or 
learn more about the Initiative, contact 
[HOSPITAL CONTACT PERSON 
EMAIL 
PHONE #]

WILL YOU JOIN US IN HELPING PROTECT OUR COMMUNITY? 
• As a respected business owner or manager, your employees and customers are integral to 

your success. More than that, they’re friends, neighbors, and members of [COMMUNITY 
NAME]—and around here, we look out for one another.  

• As a leader in a church or nonprofit organization, many in [COMMUNITY NAME] look to 
you for guidance—and you can help point them in the right direction.   

• Please consider partnering with [HOSPITAL NAME] as a community champion to build 
vaccine confidence and help keep [COMMUNITY NAME] physically and financially healthy.

 
WHAT IS THE ROLE OF A COMMUNITY CHAMPION?
As a community champion, you’ll partner with [HOSPITAL NAME] to help everyone in 
[COMMUNITY NAME] get the real facts about the COVID-19 vaccine at [HOSPITALNAME.
COM/FactCheck], so they can make an informed choice to protect everyone around them. 

HOW DO COMMUNITY CHAMPIONS MAKE AN IMPACT? 
From hanging up posters and handing out brochures to holding an informative social  
hour or on-site vaccination clinic, there are many ways you can make an impact—and 
[HOSPITAL NAME] will partner with you throughout the Initiative. 

The Vaccine Confidence Initiative idea starters and resources reference sheet can help  
you get started. 

WE BELIEVE IN THE POWER OF A COMMUNITY PARTNERSHIP.  
It is in challenging times like these that our small-town values bring us together and our 
rural resilience and concern for one another shine brightest. Together we can help protect 
all of the “whys” behind the vaccine, like family, friends, and the many blessings we share in 
[COMMUNITY NAME]. 

Knowledge is power. Thank you for considering joining us in this important work to help 
everyone make a decision about the COVID-19 vaccine—based on real facts. 


